Agenda - April 27th, 2005 (Cloud 334)*

1:30 Call to Order
Announcements
Approve Minutes of the April 13th, 2005 meeting

1:45 New Business

Proposals from the Matriculation Office (Nicholar Chang, Kitty Moriwaki presenting subcommittee recommendations for Prerequisites, Corequisites and Advisories)

English Department (John Batty-Sylvan)
#M05-04-27-01 ENGL 16 “Practical Writing Workshop”
Prerequisite: ENGL 93 “Introduction to Academic Writing and Reading” or
ENGL 94 “Intermediate Training in Expository and Argumentative Reading and Composition”

Health Science Department (Tim Berthold)
#M05-04-27-02 HLTH 38 “Trauma Response and Recovery”
Prerequisite: HLTH 25 “Women’s Health Issues” or
HLTH 27 “Men’s Health Issues” or
HLTH 30 “Drugs and Society” or
HLTH 60 “CHW Skills” or
HLTH 64 “Health Education and Prevention” or
HLTH 67 “HIV/STD Prevention Education” or
HLTH 100 “Introduction to Drug and Alcohol Studies” or
IDST 54 “Politics of Sexual Violence”

* Presenters are asked to arrive a few minutes prior to their scheduled time.
If the scheduled time is not convenient please call x3269 to request a change.
#M05-04-27-03 HLTH 40 “Urban Health Policy”
Prerequisite: HLTH 25 “Women’s Health Issues” or HLTH 27 “Men’s Health Issues” or HLTH 30 “Drugs and Society” or HLTH 60 “CHW Skills” or HLTH 64 “Health Education and Prevention” or HLTH 67 “HIV/STD Prevention Education” or HLTH 100 “Introduction to Drug and Alcohol Studies”
Advisory: ENGL 92 “Basic composition and Reading II” or ESL 82 “Advanced Composition” or ESL 160 “High-Advanced Academic ESL”

Adoption of the AY 2005-2006 Meeting calendar (Chair)
Election of the Chair for AY 2005-2006
Disposition (pre-approval) of the minutes of today’s meeting (Chair)

2:15 Adjournment